TPS/LeMay - ACM Museum Visit Schedule

9:45am: Group arrives

9:45-10:00am: Group leader checks-in at lobby. Group receives orientation in the Banquet Room (Level Two). Students split into color-coded groups and prepare for rotations.

10:00-10:50am: 1st rotation

- **Yellow Group**: *Stylish Speed* Guided Tour
- **Blue Group**: *Crash-Test Cars* Workshop in the Banquet Room (Level Two)
- **Green Group**: Self-Guided Exploration (Levels 1 & 2)

10:50-10:55am: Return to Banquet Room (Level Two) and prepare for second rotation

10:55-11:45am: 2nd rotation

- **Yellow Group**: *Crash-Test Cars* Workshop in the Banquet Room (Level Two)
- **Blue Group**: Self-Guided Exploration (Levels 1 & 2)
- **Green Group**: *Stylish Speed* Guided Tour

11:45-11:50am: Return to Banquet Room (Level Two), wash hands, and prepare for lunch

11:50am-12:20pm: Lunch in the Banquet Room (Level Two)

12:20-12:25pm: Clean up and prepare for final rotation

12:25-1:15pm: 3rd rotation

- **Yellow Group**: Self-Guided Exploration (Levels 1 & 2)
- **Blue Group**: *Stylish Speed* Guided Tour
- **Green Group**: *Crash-Test Cars* Workshop in the Banquet Room (Level Two)

1:15-1:20pm: Return to Banquet Room (Level Two) and prepare for departure

1:20-1:30pm: Group departs
RULES OF THE ROAD

- Help us maintain our collection by using your eyes only to explore the cars. Only three cars may be touched including the photo car on Level Two and two vehicles in the Family Zone on Level One.
- Make sure to use walking feet to avoid any accidents.
- Use inside voices to share your discoveries with your group.
- Stay together in your smaller group with your adult chaperone.
- Keep food, drink, gum, and backpacks out of the museum galleries.
- Photography is allowed, but tripods are not permitted in the galleries.
- Cell phones may be used to take pictures of the vehicles, but we ask that you place phones on silent and store out of sight while Museum staff or volunteers are speaking to give them your full attention and respect.
- Most importantly, HAVE FUN and enjoy your trip through our museum.